At the level of structurally significant relationships between proteins, the major conclusions of our article (1) were: protein structure space is continuous [where ''one can link two arbitrarily selected structures, following a path of statistically significant similar structures''(1)] and highly connected. Zimmerman et al. (2) focus on average network path lengths and question these conclusions on the basis that the average shortest path is seven. In fact, seven is not the average shortest path, but the longest minimum path length between almost all protein structures (see ref. 1 and its Figs. 2B and 1B). All arguments based on average path lengths misrepresent our results. Even with a large average path length, provided that essentially every protein structure belongs to the largest strongly connected component (LSCC), then protein structure space is continuous. Zimmerman et al. (2) also argue that our results are a feature of random networks. Indeed, this agrees with our work where we showed that, with the same high local connectivity (an intrinsic protein property) as in the protein network, ''the results are very close to what happens when random digraphs with the same distribution of first neighbors are generated; Fig. 2B , thin line'' (1).
Zimmerman et al. (2) claim that if there is extensive clustering, then the database of protein structures is either incomplete or space is not continuous. We presented strong arguments in ref. 3 that the space of compact, single domain proteins is likely complete, a widely accepted view (4). Even with extensive clustering, structure space would be continuous provided that the LSCC contains essentially all compact single domain structures, but it would be anisotropic/not highly connected, contradicting claims in ref. 1 . However, Fig. 2B in  ref. 1 strongly suggests that it is highly connected/isotropic. As shown in Fig. 1A , even deleting the top 10% of protein structures with the largest number of first neighbors, the LSCC has Ͼ96% of protein structures. In Fig.1B , for each protein structure, we plot the fraction of other protein structures in the LSCC that are no more than kth neighbors. By k ϭ 7, protein structure space is highly isotopic; the idea of loosely connected dense clusters is incorrect. Thus, the conclusions of our article (1) 
